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Response to your request for official information 

Thank you for your request under the Official Information Act 1982 (the Act) on 30 March 2022. 
Please find a response to each part of your request below. 

1. Would a candidate applying for a leadership/management type position in your
organisation be required to do a task before the interview? (i.e., a phone screen, pre
test, etc) Or would the candidate have to complete a task after the interview such as - an
aptitude test, numeracy/literacy, or psychological profiling? Or are the interview and
reference checking essentially the total recruitment process?

The Ministry of Health (the Ministry) uses various tools and tasks during the recruitment process 
of new employees. These may include a phone call screening, competency-based interview, 
presentation, psychometrics such as ability and/or personality (this is dependent on the role that 
the Ministry is recruiting for), reference checking, and pre-employment checks. 

2. How are applicants chosen to be interviewed? (See the options below from a to c)
(a) A representative from Human Resources goes through the candidate pool of CVs
received?
(b} A representative from HR and the hiring manager goes through the candidates?
(c) The hiring manager acting alone selects who is to be interviewed?

• a) This process can differ depending on the level of the role that is being recruited to and the
hiring manager (HM). For example, HR may sometimes provide the HM with a longlist of
candidates, and/or present a shortlist for the HM and selection panel. Alternatively, external
agencies may present a shortlist to the Ministry.

• b) Shortlisting of candidates is based upon pre-determined competencies and experience
relevant to the role. A selection panel typically determines the shortlist.

• c) The HM does not select candidates for interviews by themselves.

3. Does your organisation use 'BEi' type interviews for middle/senior
leadership/management interviews?
4. If the answer to the above is 'no' how would you describe the type of interviews that
are carried out?

Yes, the Ministry uses behavioural or competency-based interviews. 
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